Details

- Day: Sunday 26 June 2016
- Time: 9.00-10.00
- Venue: School- room 30
- Etherpad: https://etherpad.wikimedia.org/p/comcatmeet16
Introductions/Why are we here today?

- Who here is categorizing?
  - Own media files
  - Other media files
- Who is happy about the current state?
Treasures or landmines: detecting uncategorized, language-specific uploads in Commons

by Spiritia
Discussion topics

● overcategorization
  ○ do we need a “Non-diffusing subcategories” policy?
● undercategorization
● creation of new categories
● non-english category names
● inconsistencies
● [enter your topic here]
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“[...] non-diffusing subcategories [...] provide an exception to the general rule that pages are not placed in both a category and its subcategory: there is no need to take pages out of the parent category purely because of their membership of a non-diffusing subcategory.”
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- overcategorization
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- Commons is not a multilingual project*
- Not all users speak english
- Naming conventions are not very well defined

* is about to change: [Allow categories in Commons in all languages](#)
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Wikimedia Commons Conference

Who is interested?